Tactics Guide
Note: This guide is a work in progress. We’ll be adding to it over time.
Introduction
The purpose of this guide is to give you some ideas for how to pressure your local elected
and law enforcement officials to adopt the Freedom Cities 9 Model Policies.
Despite their simplicity, these tactics have been used for decades in countless campaigns
across the country to win local political reform – often in the face of stiff resistance.
If you have feedback on what we can add to or change in this guide to make it more useful
to other People Power activists, please email us at info@peoplepower.org and include
“tactics guide” in the subject line. Make sure that after you complete a tactic, you fill out
this form.
We plan to regularly update this guide in response to feedback from activists like you, so
please send us your thoughts and check back regularly.

What are tactics? How do I choose?
Tactics are the things we do in order to win campaigns. Gathering petition signatures,
protesting, letter writing, and attending town halls are all examples of tactics.
In terms of choosing which tactics to use, there’s no one size fits all answer. It depends on
your community, your target, your activist group, and a lot of other factors.
That said, here are some things to consider when choosing a tactic:
1) How friendly or hostile are your elected and law enforcement officials? It’s important
to calibrate your approached based on this, but often times activists fail to exert
appropriate pressure on those we see as our allies. You may want to calibrate tone
and content of your communication based on how friendly a target is to our cause.
But apply to law enforcement and elected officials pressure no matter what their
orientation (and do it in public settings, including in the press).
2) Does a tactic win over new allies? You should always be thinking about how to
engage more people in your local campaign. Tactics that get positive press
attention, are fun or easy for new people to do, generate a feeling of momentum, or
help build a list of interested people are all great ways to engage new activists in the
fight.
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3) Will it work? The goal of our campaign is to win real protections for immigrants in
our communities. If you’ve been using a tactic repeatedly and it’s not getting results,
try something new. If you’re making headway, persevere. Always think about how a
tactic relates to our ultimate goal of implementing the Freedom Cities agenda.
All of that said, don’t overthink it. None of this is rocket science, mostly it just requires
persistence.
Most campaigns that are successful will use some of the tactics covered below at some
point and in some order. Volunteers will need to determine what tactics are most
appropriate and when in the context of your local community. Figure it out as you go along
and get better through experimentation.
If you aren’t sure what to do, just pick a tactic and give it a go! The most important thing is
to do something!

What if members of my team disagree about which tactics to use?
It’s important to note that People Power is being organized as a distributed organizing
campaign. What this means is that there is a centralized plan to win (get cities and counties
to adopt the nine model law enforcement rules and policies to protect our communities
from Trump) that everyone can get started working on no matter where they live.
There can be multiple groups of people working on this goal in any community. There
doesn’t have to be a single campaign with a single set of leaders in any city. As long as
we’re all working towards the same goal people can pursue different tactics or focus on
different targets. In some places there will be groups of people who want to focus on rallies
and protests, while others will prefer to work behind the scenes lobbying decision makers
one-on-one.
Of course, we won’t always agree that the work others are doing is the most important or
productive thing. That’s ok! In any movement as large as the one we’re trying to build,
there’s no way we’re all going to agree all of the time.
If you don’t want to do what someone else is doing, don’t use all your energy trying to stop
them from doing it or criticizing them. Instead, propose something that you do agree with
and put the work in to get other people to join you. People can vote with their feet and join
the efforts they feel most aligned with.
What local People Power gatherings are about, is getting to work. People Power in
your city may be a lot of different groups doing different parts of the work but all moving in
the same direction -- making our communities “Freedom Cities.” If everyone who wanted to
be involved in your town had to be in a single group it might work wonderfully or it might
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lead to very long meetings that get in the way of getting started on the actual work. The
most important thing is to just get started. The Trump administration is announcing new
initiatives at record speed and we simply can’t wait to get started on the work of the
resistance. That being said, for some guidance on finding and working with other local
People Power activists in your community, take a look at this guide.

Before we dive into different tactics, a reminder about the map
All events need to be posted at map.peoplepower.org
This is the hub of our Freedom Cities campaign. Whenever you organize a campaign tactic,
you should post it there so that other activists in your community can find out about it and
attend.
If you post your event a few days in advance and if it’s consistent with our guidelines, we
will try to help you recruit people to attend by calling and/or texting nearby People Power
activists. New people are signing up for People Power every day, so this is a great way to
get new people involved in your campaign.

How to use the rest of this guide
Below, you’ll find a list of tactics and a short description of what they are. If you click on the
tactic, you’ll be taken to document that gives you an in-depth description of the tactic, how
to use it, and common pitfalls and solutions. Enjoy! Happy organizing!
Tactic: Speaking at a City Council meeting / Pass a resolution
Deliver your campaign demands to a captive audience with your elected officials, press, and
other members of the community.
Tactic: Making calls and/or sending letters to elected officials
Communicate your message with calls or letters to your elected officials.
Tactic: Gathering petition signatures
Craft a petition to convey support of the nine policies, and have meaningful conversations
with your neighbors, faith community, friends, family, etc.
Tactic: Writing letters to the editor of your local newspaper
Letters to the editor can be one of many ways to raise the conversation about Freedom
Cities in your community, bring needed attention to your campaign, and highlight the press
coverage of your work.
Tactic: Meeting with elected officials in person
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Meet with your elected officials and make your case directly. Be persistent with getting their
answer of support or otherwise.
Tactic: Organizing a letter and/or petition drop off event with media
Find a public, creative, media-worthy way to deliver your petitions to your elected official.
Bring it to their office, and bring the press with you to witness the delivery. Be creative!
Tactic: Organizing protests and rallies
Apply pressure to elected officials by staging a public protest – something highly-visible and
well attended by community members and press.
Tactic: Post “We Welcome Immigrants and Refugees” signs on windows and doors
Distributing these posters (created by People Power) to businesses and neighbors in your
community helps create visibility for your campaign. You can download and print these
(posters coming soon!)
After you’ve completed a tactic, make sure you fill out this form! Please fill out this form
each time your group carries out a campaign tactic. If your group completes multiple tactics
on the same day, please fill out the form once for each tactic (you’ll fill it out multiple times).

This list is by no means exhaustive. Be creative and flexible- and choose what works
whether it’s on this list or not. Let’s turn some communities into Freedom Cities!
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